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B4_E8_8B_B1_c34_514586.htm 英语试题（涂卡题） Part I True

or False (5 points, 0.5 points each) Directions: There are 10

statements in this section.For each statement there are 4 choices

marked A, B, C and D.You should read them carefully, and choose

the ONE answer you think is the best answer.Then mark the

corresponding letter on your Answer Sheet. （注意：请将1-10题

的答案填涂在答题卡上. 否则无效。） 1.It’s not necessary for

tour guides to abide by professional ethics. A.It’s true. B.It’s hard

to say. C.It all depends. D.It’s false. 2.English proficiency is a

powerful tool for tour guides. A.It’s true. B.It’s hard to say. C.It

all depends. D.It’s false. 3.Security of tourists is not always the most

important issue. A.It’s true. B.It’s hard to say. C.It all depends.

D.It’s false. 4.The tourists have no right to verify the travel plan.

A.It’s true. B.It’s hard to say. C.It all depends. D.It’s false.

5.Round-the-clock room service isn’t offered in a 5-star hotel. A.It

’s true. B.It’s hard to say. C.It all depends. D.It’s false. 6.Once a

schedule is finalized by the tour company, it’s not allowed to

change in any situation. A.It’s true. B.It’s hard to say. C.It all

depends. D.It’s false. 7.It is unnecessary for the driver to have an

understanding of the itinerary. A.It’s true. B.It’s hard to say. C.It

all depends. D.It’s false. 8.The second way of classifying hotels is

based on the level of service, amenity and facility they provide. A.It

’s true. B.It’s hard to say. C.It all depends. D.It’s false. 9.No



matter how well prepared the tour guide tries to be, he or she will face

some obstacles anyway. A.It’s true. B.It’s hard to say. C.It all

depends. D.It’s false. 10.Every guest must be given the same

attention. A.It’s true. B.It’s hard to say. C.It all depends. D.It’s

false. Part II Vocabulary and Structure (10 points, 0.5 points each)

Directions: There are 20 incomplete sentences in this part.For each

sentence there are 4 choices marked A, B, C and D.Choose the ONE

answer that best completes the sentence or best analyzes the

underlined words.Then mark the corresponding letter on the

Answer Sheet. （注意：请将11-30题的答案填涂在答题卡上，

否则无效。） 11.Some soccer _______ would like to coach the

inexperienced young men in the clubs. A.retired players B.veterans

C.masters D.aces 12.I remember, that as an ambitious actor, I was

very ________ of Laurence Olive’s acting. A.jealous B.envious

C.outrageous D.enviable 13.He always beat his wife when there were

no _______ around, and so her lawyer could not charge him

effectively. A.witnesses B.on-lookers C.observers D.inspectors

14.The police stopped several _______ and arrested 120 men on the

election night. A.uprisings B.rebellions C.riots D.resistance 15.Cold

drinks are ________ on a warm summer day. A.fascinating

B.encouraging C.nourishing D.refreshing 16.The Dreyfus Affair was

the most famous scandal in French history. A.embarrassment

B.disgrace C.shame D.humiliation 17.A fierce debate is going on in

the Japanese Cabinet over the question of sending soldiers abroad.

A.strong B.violent C.immense D.heated 18.Martha ignored my

earnest request for forgiveness. A.serious B.sincere C.honest D.frank



19.In the 1998 France Open, Aggassi discovered that his opponents

did not stand a chance. A .rivals B.foes C.enemies D.contestants

20.There was such a long line at the exhibition ______ we had to

wait for about half an hour. A .as B.that C.so D.hence 21.By the time

you get to New York, I _______ for London. A.would be leaving

B.am leaving C.have already left D.shall have left 22.The article

________ more attention to the problem of cultural interference in

foreign language teaching and learning. A.calls for B.applies for

C.cares for D.allows for 23.Government reports, examination

compositions, legal documents and most business letters are the

main situations ______ formal language is used. A.in which B.on

which C.in that D.at that 24.We hadn’t seen each other for 20

years, but I recognized her _______ I saw her. A.for the moment

B.the moment when C.at the moment when D.the moment 25.With

the development in science and technology man make various

flowers _______ before their time. A.be bloomed B.blooming

C.bloom D.bloomed 26.Chinese traditional art is to many tourists

from abroad. A.attracted B.attractive C.interested D.intrusive 27.A

tour guide should arrive at the airport terminal two hoursto your

flight’s departure time. A.before B.prior C.after D.ahead

28.Chinese foodfrom place to place mainly according to

geographical difference. A.vary B.varies C.different D.varied 29.The

teacher asked Tom to get the answer by _______ arithmetic. A.metal

B.mental C.mantel D.mantle 30.Many people like white color as it is

a _______ of purity. A.symbol B.sign C.signal D.symptom
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